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8 25, NIKE AF1 25th anniversary and a grand celebration in Beijing New Asia opened, 25 AF1 hardcore Fans AF1 collection for
many years they will come together in Asia opened a new historical witness of love and super show, and came to the capital of many
AF1 shoes and the ground attracted many AF1 fans had a close conversation with AF1, telling the story of a drip past these years
AF1 those years. 

since the birth of the first pair of AF1 in 1982, the double favorite classic shoes have gone through 25 years of legendary process. At
the birth of AF1 25th anniversary, AF1 fans around the world celebrated their 25 year old birthday in various ways. As the first AF1
Chinese shoe store, New Asia and AF1 is the origin of continuous complex, this is not the treasure has become a gathering of AF1
collectors. This time, NIKE and Yaxin jointly launched this collection exhibition, is a Chinese AF1 shoes fans own feast, fully
expressed the Chinese local shoes collectors for AF1's lofty respect and deep emotion. 

, the collection of "1LOVE", has invited 25 AF1 collectors to participate in the show, with a total of 125 pairs of shoes on display in
Asia. Each pair of shoes contains the love of these collectors for "AF1 alone, 1, no two". The new sub treasurer Guo Yu led by the
strong lineup, including Channel V's VJ Li Chen, "this is not a pair of shoes" author Cheng Yang CCTV-5, a famous commentator Yu
Jia, "Urban" magazine editor Himm, the new generation of Kung Fu frontman Yang Fan, singer Rex Yu, 20 influential famous
designers fashion circle, PK the leader of street culture. It is worth mentioning that the other 5 exhibitors are online super shoes fans,
they will share with these masters of their AF1 love shoes story. 
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although the brand itself disputes constantly, but the popularity of Cole Haan still high. Recently, Cole Haan introduced four different
color matching LunarGrand Chukka shoes for the fall winter season. Suede fabric shoes with bright colors, jumping fluorescent color,
Lunarlon cushioning material, the bottom is still the continuation of Cole Haan has always been a unique style. It is reported that each
shoe price of $300, interested friends can pay attention to. 
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